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.6-. computer model o .. a fin and tube air-tc-air heat exchanger 
s Jresented. The model incorpora7es a computa+iona! scheme to ac-
coun for I a Tent ef-'ec-ts due to sma l I arrounts of tno i s -;-ure: in one 
or bc1h ffu "' d streams. A tasting program is described wh!ch was 
p_r or . i~ o~der TO maThematically characterize the heat transfer 
~ d ressure drop relationshlps of the tube with iurbulator used 
in ~he .eaT exchanger. These relationships are included in the 
compJ er model. comparison of the computer model to heai exchanger 
s d a indicaTes that the computer model ~~y be rei fed upon to 
pr vide uesign and analvsis information. Finally, a parametric 
s ·-d" is pe formed using .,.he computer mode I in order to exp fore 
~ c aracteristics of tne hea T exchanger and to demonstrate :ts 
usetu ~ss o •he heat exchanger designer. It is concluded that, 
in addition to oresanting an analysis tool for heat exchanger design, 
there are several important secondary results. These include; 
ver ' ficat:on of the model ting technique, the analyticar descripticn 
cf the tube w•th turoulator and, id~ntification of a problem areQ 
!n the header design. 
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Purpose of Project 
Tne ~urpose of this project is to develop an analytical tool 
for usa in ~he design and analysis of an air-to-air fin and tube 
1eat excn3nger. A primary requirement of 7his analytical tool is 
thGt it must be ca8able of analyzing the heat exchanger with mois~ 
air as the heat transfer fluid on either or bo7h sides 8f tne ex-
chan~er. T;-,e ana I yt i ca I too I is in the form of a FORTRAN cofllpu-rar 
progruin. 
As part of t~e information gathering required for building 
tne computer program, ?. +esting sEquence was performed on the heat 
transfer tuba used tn the fin and tube heat exchanger. The res~lts 
of this test are empiri~al relationships describin9 +he heat transfer 
and the oressure drop characteris+ics. 
BacKground 
The ROVAC Corporation, of Rockledge, Florida fs developing 
an air ~ycle refrigeratfon system for Truck transport use. The 
air cvcle s-ystem offers many poten-7-Ial ccvantages over c:..:)liVentional 
vapor compression cy-:!e ',fiuorocarbon) n:~frigerat;vn. A1.1ong t~ese 
advantages are potenti~l Iy higher efficiency, lc· . .;er maintenance 
costs and envircnme~~al compil~ibi! fty. 
2 
However, heat exchanger selection is a problem area in the 
system. Due to the fact that the working fluid is air, a high 
performance or compact heat exchanger surface is required. Addi-
ticnal ly, far commercial feasibi I ity, the heat exchangers must be 
economical to b1Ji ld or purchase, a feature not usually associated 
with comoact heat exchangers. The cold side hea+ exchanger Canalo-
~ous ~8 ~~e ev3por~tar in 3 vapor compression system) has one addf-
ticnal r~yuir~ment. \See rigure 1-1 for a system sche~atic of 
the true:<.. refr1geraticn system.) For a truck refrigeration S';stern, 
frost bui:d~~ on the cold side heat exchanger requires occasional 
defros-7- i .-,~. T~e externa I surface of the heat exchanger m1Jst be 
cc~structed To ~inimize the incidence of frost buildup cr.d to allow 
water To r~~ 8tf during defrost periods. 
A nuMber of heat exchanger types -w·ere exafllined for use ill -This 
5'/~..,..e"l. I\ I t ~· . · rf ... • t 1 , p 3 e and . tn untt was ~xamtne_ rtrs • lhe ''she If-
I ;:..e" chr1racteristics of th~ exter1al olate-fin surface termed small 
reservoirs Tna~ a! lew f~osT to bui ia u~ eesi ly and, during defrost 
cycles, prPvent the water from flowing off. Also, the cost of 
these ex~hanger3 is ioo high to ce considered for 3 ccmmercial 
product. Next, a flat tube with plate fin heat exchanger was trisd. 
This unit has 3n extruded flat tube with multiple para! lei oassagss 
f(,r· ~he i nter,la: surface, and has a pI ate-fin sandwiched bet\\'een 
1Purchased from the ~ughes-Treitler Corp., Garden City, New 
J~rsey. 
2 Pur.:hasej from the Modine Co., Racine, Wisconsin. 
3 
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II Fin and Tube Type 
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Double Tube Type 
Prtmary (Hot Slde) I I 
Heat Exchanger 1 
FIn and Tube Type •II 
Figure 1- 1 
Schematfc of Refrigerant Flow 
for Truck Refrfgeration System 
4 
the flat tubes for the external surface. This item was reasonably 
priced but retained the frost buildup problems of the plate and 
fin heat exchanger. 
The heat exchanger finally selected by ROVAC for use in the 
truck refrigeration system is a fin and tube type. 3 The fins are 
conventional plain fins and have 1" x 1" in I ine tube spacing. 
The tubes are 3/8" O.D. x .016" wall and have twisted tape turbula-
tors inserted in them. The fins are oriented vertically and are 
easily defrosted. In addition, they are affordably priced. This 
heat exchanger and the two described above are shown in Figures 
1-2 and 1- 3. 
The unit looks I ike a conventional fin and tube heat exchanger 
from the outside, but it is the addition of the turbulato~ that 
raises the performance to a level acceptable in air cycle machinery. 
"Acceptable" performance in this case is met by a heat exchangE:r 
that has an effectiveness of at least 90%, a pressure drop on the 
uoe side of less than .75 psi, a pressure drop on the fin side 
of less than .25 inches of water, and ye+ wil I fit the physical 
enve~ope available. 
The turbulator itself is just a thin strip of aluminum, 0 .006" 
thick and as wide as the tube 1.0., that has been twisted into a 
spiral shape. The function of the turbulator is to force the flow 
stream to follow a spiral path through the tube, thus promoting 
3Furnished by Sundstrand Heat Transfer, Inc . , Dowagiac, Mich. 
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Figure 1-2 
Plate and Ftn Heat Exchanger , Top (Hughes-Treit\er 
Corp . ) . Flat Tube and Plate Fin Heat Exchanger, 


















































turbulence and thereby breaking up the boundary layer that tends 
to build up inside a smooth tube. The result is a higher film 
coefficient than a smooth tube. 
Until now, selection of heat exchanger size has been based 
so I ey on "engineering judgement". The use of a computer program 
for heat exchanger analysis enables the choice to be made in a 
quantifiable manner. Also, the program lends itself wei I to per-
formance of parametric analyses {I.e.: What are the effects of 
varying fin density, fan flow, or heat exchanger width, etc. on 
heat transferred?). A parametric analysis example is the subjec-t-
of Chapter IV. 
The "rna i st air heat transfer f I u i d" requirement is d i ct3ted 
by a very promising offshoot of air cycle technology, the air/vapor 
eye I e. ThJ,s t s a combination of the reverse Brayton eye I e (air 
eye I e and the reverse Rankine eye I e (vapor camp ress ion eye I e) . 
In practice, thA primary refrigerant, air, is combined with a smal I 
amount of a secondary refrigerant. The initial analyses and ex-
periments are being conductdd using water as the secondary refrig-
erant, although future work wi I I certainly include investigations 
of other secondary refrigerants. An in-depth discussion of the 
cycle is available in references (4) and (5). 
4T. C. Edwards, "A New Air Conditioning, Refrigeration and 
Heat Pump Cyc I e," ASHRAE Transactions 84 ( 1978): 211-21 • 
5T. C. Edwards, A Theoretical and Practical Discussion of the 
Air/Vapor Cycle, Report by The ROVAC Corp., Nov., 1977 (Rockledge, 
Fla: Th~ ROVAC Corp., 1977) 
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The impact of the secondary refrigerant upon heat exchanger 
analysis can be very significant, as evidenced by the studies in 
Chapter IV . This is due to the latent heat transfer which occurs 
with the phase change of the secondary refrigerant. The combin-
ation of sensible and latent heat transfer requires that the heat 
exchanger be analyzed as a large number of very smal I interactive 
heat exchangers. The technique is discussed in Chapter II I . 
Scope of Project 
It has been the purpose of this project to build a computer 
program thaT analyzes a fin and tu~e heat exchanger with turbulators 
in the tubes and with moist air as the heat transfer fluid . This 
involved searching the available literature for data upon which 
to base the anal 1Ses, and testing where required to fil I voids in 
the iiterature . The computer model wns verified by comparing to 
a test of a heat exchanger. After the computer model verification, 
the ~rogra~ wa~ used to perform parametric analyses of a sample 
heat exchanger. 
CHAPTER II 
TUBE HEAT TRANSFER TESTS 
Tube Description 
As part of the information and data gathering process required 
in the analysis of a heat exchanger, the empirical or the theor-
etical relationships describing heat transfer and pressure drop 
on both surfaces is required. In this instance, the two surfaces 
are the fin surface and the tube surface. Data on heat transfer 
and pressure drop for the fin surfaces is readily available. 1' 2 
However, the literature and vendor search failed to produce 
this data for the tube with turbulator insert. Therefore, it wcs 
necessary to test a representative tube to produce the data. A 
hea t exchanger ouilt by Sundstrand was supplied to ROVAC with an 
incorrect header design. A single tube was cut out of this core 
and the fin stock was removed from the tube. 
The tube is a 3/8 in. O.D. x .016 in. wal I copper tube. Due to 
the fact that the tube had been expanded inside the fins, the out-
stde surface had a very slight ripple, corresponding to the nesting 
1 Wm. Kays and A. L. London, Compact Heat Exchangers (New York, 
N.Y.: McGraw-Hi I I Book Co., 1964), p. 224. 
2 Sundstrand Heat Transfer, Inc., Sundstrand Heat Transfer 
Engineering Design Manual (Dowagiac, Mich.: Sundstrand Heat Trans-
fer, Jnc.). p. Vl - 5. 
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of the fins, and the actual O.D. was measured as .390 in. Through-
out the cctive length of the tube, an aluminum twisted tape turbulator 
had been instal led. The turbulator itself is a long thin strip 
of aluminum, .C06 in. thick and as wide as the I .D. of the tube. 
The tape is twisted into a spiral form before being insertad into 
the tube. A sketch of t~e tube is shown in Figure I 1-1. 
Test Plan 
At the outset of this testing effort, the assumption is made 
tha7 a relationship describing the heat transfer characteristics 
of this tube wi I 1 be of the form: 
N C Rem Prn 1 ud = 
where C, m ~nd n are ex peri menta 1 l y determined constants. l n order 
to fit data to an equation of this nature, the tube must be tested 
as a neat exchanger over a wide range of Reynolds numbers, and for 
more than cne fluid to get the Prandtl ~umber variation. 
The tube used in this test is 28 in. long, and has ~een buii+ 
into a double tube heat exchanger. The test section is the cente; 
tube and it is surrounded by a 3/4 in. copper tube. The annufus 
between the test sectfon and the 3/4 in. tube serves as a pcssage 
through which water is passed over the outer surface of the test 
section. 
The test section tube has 6 split-junction coppor-cons~antdn 
thermocoup f es so I de red to the out8r surface. These are pI c•..:ed 131" 







































































































of the test section. The temperature measurements at each end were 
the only ones used in calculations; the others were used just to ob-
serve the temperature distribution throughout the tube length. 
Other temperature instrumentation included thermocouple pr8bes in-
serted at the entrance to and exit from t~e test section and the 
outer annulus section. 
Pressure taps were loc3Ted at the entrance to and exit from 
the test se~tion. Th8se were connected across a differential man-
ometer and t1is was used to ~easure test section pressure drop. 
The water flo~ rete to the outer annu!us section was measured by 
connecting a rota~eter inTo the water supply fine. Figure ! l-2 
shows the assembled test section with thermocouples and pressure 
taps. 
There were two fluids used in the test sectfon, heated air and 
heat9d water. The first portion ~f the testing was with ths heated 
air. For this portion, a turbine wheel velocity probe was used t0 
measure air velocity. 
The turbine wheel probe was being used in a sf ightly different 
manner than designed. The instrument manufacturer suggested that 
it be calibrated in the system using a pitot-static tube as the 
3 
reference. This instrumentation can be seen in Figures I 1-3 and 
I 1-4. 7he end result of this calibration was the curve shown in 
3The suggestion is from a t81ephone conversation wi7h a Sales 






















































































































































































































































































































Figure I 1-4 
Test Instrumentation. Top, Digital Thermocouple 
Readout. Center, Inc I ined Manometer (for use with 
Pitot-Static Tube). Lower Right, Readout Device for 
Turbine Wheel Velocity Probe. 
16 
Figure I 1-5. The data was curve-fiTted with a third-order poly-
nomial to witnin ~%. The reascn fer using the turbine-wheel probe 
as the basic test instrument, instead of the pitat-st3tic 
tube, is the increased resolution of the turbine-wheel output, 
~specially at low flow rates. 
Additional aata required when ~sing air as the test fluid 
2re the ambient temperature, bar~metric pressure, and relative 
humidity. 
For the secc~d portion of the tes~ing, using heated wa7er, 
a rotameter is used to measure the water flow rate. 
During the conduct of the tes7, 7he test section fiow rate 
was adjusted after each set of jat3 was taken. This provides a 
large quantity of Reynolds number variations. The use of two fluids 
provides the necessary Prandtl number variation. 
Sa~ple Data Set and Reduction 
After The data taking was completed, the next steo was reducing 
tl1e data into more meaningful expressions. In this case, the data 
~er8 reduced to Reynolds Number, Prandtl Number, Nusselt Number, 
and Fanning Friction Factor. 
One of tne daTa poinTs taken with air as the test fluid is 
analyzed belcw as a sample. 
Ambient Temperature: 76.0 F 
Air Temperature into TesT Section: 211.3 F 
Air Temperature out of Test Section: 76.0 F 
Tube Wal I Temper3ture at Air Exit: 69.8 F 
Turbo-Probe Reading: 5.05 
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PressJre Drop across Test Section: 0.1 ln. Hg 
ReI at i ve Humid i 7'1: 7 3% 
B · · P -:o::o 1 ~ • H a~omeTrlc ressure: ~ .q) tn. g 
Ro7ameter: 1.0 gpm 
Calculations 
Air Velocity: 
V . = 7.64200 + 17.87325 X 5.05- .12244 X 5.052 
:::Jtr 
+ .00095 X 5.05 3 
V . = 94.9 ft/min 
=tr 
Air Volume through Test section: 
'I . 
atr 
= 94.9 ft 
min 
X .008728 ft 2 
v . 
arr 
Humidity Ratio: (from psychrometric chart) 
W = .0141 Ibm moisture/Ibm dry air 
A;r Density: 
= 30.43 in. Hg X .4912 lbf X fbm R Pair ? 53.342 ft lbf in. Hg in .._ 
X 
(76 + 460)R 
~ 
pair= .076 lbm/ft-




i n - X ( 1 + .01L11) 
ft2 
m . 
atr = .828 ft
3 
x .076 Ibm x 60 min 
min ft3 hr 
rf = 3.794 lbrr./hr 
air 
S~ecific Heat of Air: 
c = 1 X .240 Btu -:- Q I 11 • I 4 t p,cir 1 + . 0 141 Ibm I + .0141 
X .505 Btu 
! brn F 
19 
c . = .24~ But/Ibm F p,a;r 
HeaT Tr~nsferred from Air: 
Q = 3.794 Ibm x .244 Btu x (211.3 F- 76.0 F) 
hr Ibm F 
0 = 125 Btu/hr 
Effectiveness: 
~ = ~ = en (th, in - th,out) 
~~ c . ( t f 0 - t . ) 
max m1n n,1n c,1n 
c = c . h m1n 
€ = 211.3 F 76.0 F 
211.3 F- 69.8 F 
E = • 956 
Heat CapaciTy: 
c . 
z1r = 3.794 Ibm X .244 st~ h r Ibm F 
c = .924 BTu/hr 1= air 
c = 1 • 0 ~X • 1 337 fi-3 wCJter 
rnin 9al 
' = 499.23 Stuf;,r F vwatar 
Number or Transfer Jnits CNtu): 
X 60 
N~ Ccc~nterflow) = ln - s 
I u R - 1 - R£ 











62.32 Ibm X .999 Btu 
ft 3 Ibm F 
20 




3.132 x .924 Btu x -----
hr F .24036 tt2 
u0 = 12.044 Btu/hr tt
2 F 
Nusselt Number: 
h = u 0 
= 12.044 Btu x .02983 ft x hr ft F 
hr ft2 F .0162 Btu 
~ud = 22.22 
Reyno Ids ~Jumber: 
Red = D G 
G = 3.794 Ibm x 1 
hr 6.9887x10-4 tt2 
Red = .0298 ft x 5d28.8 Ibm x ft hr 
ft2 nr .0477 Ibm 
Red = .3392.3 
4 
:-annin9 F~ict:on Factor: 
f = uP iJ p gc 
I 
2 t G~ L 
f = 0. ! in. Hq 
2 
X o· .... qn • LJO ft X .076 lbm X 
2.354 ft tt3 




4 J. P. Helman, Heat Transfer (New York, N. Y.: McGraw-Hi I I 
Hook Co • , 1 9 7 2 ; , p • 16 .3 • 
X 70.73 lbf 
ft 2 - in .. Hg 
-f = .078 
21 
x 32.2 Ibm ft 
lbf sec2 
X (3500) 2 2 sec 
The data reduction for the cases with water as the test fluid 
follow a similar pattern. To simp! ify the data reduction, two 
programs ~ere written for use ~ith a Texas Instruments Tl-59 pro-
grammable C3lc~lator. One af them performs the data r3duction for 
the 3ir data, and the ether performs the data reduction for the 
water data. Copies of the raw data taken in the tube testing and 
the data reduction prc9rams are included as appendix B. 
Witn the rcw dat~ reduced to groups cf dimensionless numbers, 
the next step was to correlate them into equation form. As previousiy 
stated, the assumption was made that the heat transfer reiationship 
is of the form: 
m n Nu = C Re Pr • d 
The first step towards finding the constants C, m and n in 
this equation was to make a log-log plot of Nud vs. Red for one fluid 
(Fr =constant). This gives 3 first estimate for the exponent m. 
This plot is shown in Figure ! 1-6 for the air data. The resulting 
value of m is 0.598. 
59Q 
Next, the data for both fluids were plotted as log Nud/Red v 
vs. log Pr to give a value tor the exponent n. The resultaGt is: 
n = • 118. This is shown in Figure I 1-7. F ina I I y, a I I the cata 
1 tt d . I N /P • 11 8 I R h ·, were p1o e on~e a~a1n as og ud r vs. og , ed, as s own n 
Figure 11-8. This yields a final value for the exponent m and a value 
22 
5 for the constant C. The final equation is now: 
Nud = .14192 Re" 619 Pr" 118 
The relationship describing the pressure drop characteristics 
of this tube is assumed to be of the form: 
f = 0 Rep 
where 0 and p are constants. A log-log plot of f vs Red, shown 
in Figure I 1-9, yields the equation: 
f = 2 .... 4Ll R - • 19 • .) . ,e 
Results 
The testing program has yielded a pair of equations describing 
the heat transfer and pressure drop characteristics of the tube 
with twisted t3pe turbulator. 
For co~parison purposes, the heat transfer and pressure drop 
6 
characteristics of a smooth tube are given by: 
Nud = .023 Red8 Pr" 4 
and 
- -,6 ~ -.25 r - • :>, n.e 
In the first equation, the neat transfer relationship, it can 
be seen thai the tube with turbulator yields a higher Nusselt number 
than the srrooth tube at the lower Reynolds numbers. This is a very 
5J. P. Holr.1an, Heat Trans~er (i\Jew· York, N. Y.: McGraw-Hi II 
Book Cc • , 1 9 7 2 ) , p p • I 7 6- 1 7 7 . 
6
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27 
pronounced difference in the range of Reynolds numbers expected 
to be usee in air-to-air heat exchangers for truck refriger~ticn 
systems (Re < 10 1 000). For the case using air (Pr = .7) 1 the tube 
with turbulator yields higher Nusselt numbers than the smooth tube 
at Reynolds numbers up to 40 1 000. 
Examining the pressure drop equations, it can be seen that, 
as expected 1 the tube with turbulator wi I I have a higher pressure 
drop than the smooth tube. However 1 the pressure drop increase is 
noT excessive and sti I I wei I withi~ the desirable range. 
CHAPTER I I I 
COMPUTER PROGRA~~ 
Overa l I Approach 
One of the first steps taken ln the creaTion of a computer 
program is defining the I imitations and the input and output para-
meters. At ~he outset of this project it was determined ~hat the 
computer program to be written would analyze the Sundstrand tube 
and fin heat exchanger, 1n x 1" in I ine pattern, with 3/8" tubes 
and turbulators. This heat exchanger can be analyzed as crossflow 
in the si~gle-pass case, or as countercrossflow in the multiple-
pass case. The problem input parameters wil I include inlet tempera-
tures, pres5ures and flow rates along with the physical dimensions 
of the core. The progrcm output w i I I inc I ude the heat transferred, 
the cutlet temperatures, t~e core 8rEssure drop, and the effectiveness. 
In selectir.g which parameters are to be used as inputs to the 
program and whic~ ara to be calculated, t~e general uses of the 
program are defined. In heat exchanger analvsis, -:-here are two 
main problem solving paths. T~e first path is; given heat exchanger 
core si:e, w~aT is !Ts heat exchanging abi i ity at the specified 
flow conditions. T:•e second path is; given tr~e heat transfer re-
quired, what must be the ohysical size of the heat exchanger core. 
The firs~ path is referred to as the "direct'' prob~em and the second 
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path as the "inverse" ;Jroblem. 1 
The solution undertaken with the program presented here ls the 
direct problem. This is in spite of the fact th3t a majority of 
cases require solution of the inverse problem. In order to solve 
these inverse problem cases, where performance is specified and 
the dimensions are to be deter~in~d 1 the dimensions are estimated 
and the calculated ~erfcr~ance is compared to the specified perfor-
~ance. The dimensions are re-estimated as necessary unti I the 
c a I c u I ate .j and 5 p ec i f l ed pe r forman c e s a r e s u f t i c i ant I y c I ose . 
The reason fer this iterative approach to the inverse problem 
solution I ies in The methodology which must be used in accounting 
for the he~t transfer fluid phase changes. As can be seen in the 
discussion below 1 this phase changing problem requires that dimensions 
be given and that perfcrmance be calculated. 
I~ heat ~xchanger analysis, there are two widely acce~ted 
analysis me7nods 1 the "Log Mean TemperaTure Difference" (L~~ITD) 
meThod and The "::frectrveness - N " methcd. In the L(v1TD method, 7u 
the calculations are based on knowledge of the inlet and outlet 
temperatures. :n the instances where there is moist~re undergoing 
phase changing, this method can be cumbersome to use. 
The Effectiveness - Ntu rrethod ha.:; been chosen tor use in this 
computer· program. This method rei ies primarily on the computation 
1 Termi~ology taken from mimeographed class notes at ASME Short 
Course on Co~p2ct Heat Exchangers given March 11, 1979 by A. L. 
London and R. K. 3hah. 
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of two d~mensionless numbers, the effectiveness (E) and the ~lumber 
of Transfer Units (Nt ). The effectiveness is definea as: 
u 
where 0 is the actual heat transferred and Q is the maximum 
max 
+hermodynamical ly possible heat transfer. The Ntu is defined as: 
A U N~ = av 
:U C . 
mtn 
where U is the average heat transfer coefficient through the wa! I 
av 
separating The two heat transfer fluid stre2ms, A is the area of 
the wal I, and C . is the heat capacity of tr.e minimum fluid. 2 
m1r. 
For a single-pass crossflo\v heat exchcnger, the effectiveness and 
"'Z 
N are related by the following equation.~ tu 
£ = 
00 
r f(l - exp(-N ) 





wnere R is the ratio of heat capacities of the minimum fluld to 
the maximum fluid. The abcve tnree equations are sufficient to 
describe the heat transfer of a crcssf!~w heat exchanger assuming 
thai botr. heat tiansfer fluids are single phase. 
") 
~Wm. Kays and A. L. Lcndcn, Compact He3t Exchangers (New York, 
~~. 'f.: 1V1cGra\v-Hi II Book Co., 196~), 0· iS. 
3 J • L • M a son , "He a t T r· a n s f e r i n C r o 3 s 'F I c >t~ , '' i n F-, :-o c e e d i n c:; s 
of t~~ S8co~d U.S. National Conoress ~f Apol ie~ ~echanics (New 
York: n.p., 19~~4), p. 801. 
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An added dimension is brought into the analysis with the add-
ition of a phase-changing component in one or both fluid str8ams. 
An assumption of primary importance to this analysis is that the 
mass of the secondary component, water, is very smal I compared 
tc the mass of the primary component, air. This assumption is 
necessary 1n order to lend credence to a further assumption, that 
the phase changing does not affect the film coefficient. That is, 
there are no boi ring or condensation factors raising the film coef-
ficient. The amount of water present in the fluid stream is I imited 
to that amount present in saturated air at approximately 300F. 
The usual analysis method with single phase fluids is to find 
the Ntu and from th~s the effectiveness can be ca\culated. Knowing 
effectiveness, the heat transferred and the exit temperatures can 
be calculated. However, with a phase-changing component in the 
fluid stream, the exit temperature is not the same as with a single 
phase fluid. ParT of the energy transferred has been a latent trans-
fer and part has been a sensib\e transfer. This means that the 
temperature distribution throughout the core is different than the 
single-phase case, and therefore, the heat transferred must be dif-
ferent .. 
The approach taken in the solution of this problem is to divide 
the heat exchanger up into a \arge number of very small single-
pass heat exchangers. Each section is analyzed to find the heat 
transferred. Then the exit temperature, humidity end condens3te 
is used as the inlet condition for the next section. The division 
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of a typical heat exchanger core into sections is shown schematically 
in Figure 111-1. In the I imit, as the section length becomes infin-
itely s~al I, the summation of energy transfers from each section 
approaches the actual energy transfer. In the computer solution, 
an estimate must be made of the temperature distribution at the 
entrances to each section. Then, an analysis is made for each of 
t~e sections, thus updating the temperature distribution estimate. 
The process of analyzing alI the sections continues unti I successive 
sets of analysis have the same temperature distribution (within 
0. 00 1 F) . 
Description of Program 
The cor.1puter program written for this project is a FORTRAN V 
program and is being used on a Univac 1108 computer system. The 
program name is ~FS-FINTUBE. 
The program operation begins by reading the input variables. 
A NAMELIST format is used. The variable names and their descriptions 
are shown in Table I I 1-1. The input variables are s~ored in a data 
fi :e which must be assigned as unit 8. After the READ statement, 
the input is checked for omissions. Any omissions wi I I cause the 
program to cal I subroutine ERROR which prints the name of the offend-
ing variable and stops further execution~ 
Next, the information on moisture content is stored in an array 
W( l,J,K,L); \vhere I = 1 for moisture in vapor form, I = 2 for moist-
ure in I i quid form, and I = 3 for mo; stu re in so I i d forrn; J = 
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TABLE I I 1-1 
LISTING OF INPUT VARIABLES AND THEIR DESCRIPTION 
HEIGHT- The height of the heat exchanger in inches. This dimension 
is perpendicular to the fan flow direction and perpendicular 
to the tubes. 
WIDTH - The width of the heat exchanger in inches. This is the 
dimension para! lei To the tubes. 
DEPTH- The depth of the heat exchanger in inches. This is the 
dimension parallel to the fan flow. 
NF?I - The number of fins per inch used on the core. This variable 
is input as an integer. 
TTIN- The inlet temoerature of the fluid on the Tube side of the 
heat exchanger. The temperature is input in °F. 
TPIN- The inlet oressure of the fluid on the tube side in psia. 
TR~TE- The Tube side fluid mass flow rate. Its units are Ibm/min. 
TTYPE- An identifier of up to 6 hollerith characters, used to 
identify the type of fluid on the tube side. This variable 
has no influence on the operation of the program and ls merely 
printed ir. the output I isting. 
FTIN- The fin side inlet temperature ir °F. 
FPIN- The inlet pressure, in psia, on the fin side of the core. 
FVGL- The volu~e rate ~f fluid passing thro~gn the fin side of 
the heat exchanger. 7he Lni+s are Actual Cubic Feet per Minute 
( ACFM). 
FTYPE - An identifier for the f i :1 side f I u i d. Its type ana purpose 
arc ideniical to TTYPE. 
TITLE- A 78 char~cter string of Hoi lerith characters used as an 
iderttifier for the individual set of ai1a!ysis. This identifier 
is printed at the beginning of the output I isting. 
TRH- The relative humidity of the inlet tube side fluid, in percent. 
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TABLE 111-1 (contd.) 
T\~LIN- The ratio of inlet liquid moisture to air on the tube side. 
The units are Ibm moisture/Ibm dry air. 
T1lJS IN - The ratio of in I et scI i d moisture (ice) to air on the tube 
side. The units are Ibm moisture/Ibm dry air. 
FRH- The fin side relative humidiTy in percent. 
;:-WLIN - The ratio of in let I iqui d rroi sture to air on the fin side. 
lhe units are Ibm moisture/Ibm dry air. 
FVIS IN - The ratio of in I et so I i d rro i sture ( ice) to air on the fin 
side. The units are Ibm moisture/Ibm dry air. 
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for data ~crtainin~ to the ~ntrance of a section, and J = 2 for 
the exi+ fr~m tn~ section; K = 1 for tube side data, ana K = 2 
for fin side; L is the section number within the heat exchanger. 
As an exa~ole, the moisture in ·;apor form at the tube side exit 
from section 5 would be stored in ~(1,2,1,5). In order that consist-
ent units are used for alI 7he humidity data, the input re!~tive 
humiditi9s are convertea to ~umidity r3tios. The vaoor I iauid 
I J I 
and sol ij ~ater contents are a! I Jsed as Ibm ~oisture/lbm dry air. 
The first step towara finding +he temperature distribution 
is to pr9di~t an exit temperature for each side. This is done by 
a cal I to subroutine HXFER. This mak~s a single set of calculations 
for the entire heat exchanger, as if alI fluids were single p~ase. 
The predicted exit temperatures are used to estimate the temperat~re 
distribution throughout +he unit. 
Next the heat exchanger is civided up into sections appr~x-
imately .75 inch wide. A large ~umber of sample executio11s was run 
tc help find the bes~ section width. In Figure I I 1-2, these sa~ple 
execution results have been plotted as a function of section ~idtn. 
By drawing a curve t~rough the data, the I imiting case can be est-
imated as the sectio~ width approaches zero. In this sample cas8, 
tl1e error at .75 inch section width is onlv 2.5%. Three-fcurths 
inch was chosen as a good balance ~etween accuracy of result anrl 
cost at program execution. The total numb~r of sections is Cwid~h I 
• 75 inch) x numb&r of passes. E~ch section is given ar. estimcted 
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the input data and the outlet temperatures predicted above. As 
3 crude approximation, a I inear temperature distribution is assumed 
between the inlets and outlets of the heat exchanger. 
Now, an iterative process is begun where each section is indiv-
idually examined as a singte pass heat exchanger. The outlet temp-
erature and moisture data for each section is used as the input 
to the following sections. As each section is examined, the output 
tamperature is compared with the previous estimation. If the dif-
ference between the output temperature calculation and its prede-
cessor is greater than 0.001°F, a flag is set which indicates that 
the entire set of calculations must be repeated. Once alI the sec-
tions have passed the temperature difference criteria, the problem 
is finished. The program then cal Is on subroutine QMAX to find 
the maximum thermodynamically possible heat transfer. This is 
compared against the actual heat transfer calculated, to determine 
overal I heat exchanger effectiveness. Finally the input and output 
data are printed in a data table. The data table format was chosen 
to ~resent a cohesive view of the calculated heat exchanger per-
formance and the conditions leading TO that result, rather than 
printing a block of data labe! led "Input" and another block o-f data 
labelled "Outout". 
In the previous paragraphs, the operation of the program in 
~enAral, and the main routine in particular, have been discussed. 
Now, the operation of the subroutines, including special techniques, 
wi I I be discussed in greater detai I. 
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In the main routine, note that alI of the heat transfer calcul-
ations are made by cal I ing subroutine HXFER. This subroutine coord-
inates the calculation of film coefficients on both the fin and 
tube sides of the heat exchanger. It gathers the pressure drop 
information and it finds the heat transferred along with the exit 
temperatures and moisture contents. 
In operation, the average of the inlet tube side temperature 
and the predicTed outlet temperature is figured. This average 
temperature is an input in the cal I to subroutine TCOEF, which cat-
culates a film coefficient for the tube surface. Next, subroutine 
FFPD is cal led to calculate the Fanning friction factor and the 
pressure drop through the tube. 
An average fin side temperature is computed in the same manner 
as above for the tube side, and is used in the cal I statement to 
subroutine FCOEF. This routine returns a film coefficient for the 
fin surface. Then, subroutine POO is cal led on to figure the fin 
side pr9ssure drop. 
~ext, the fin efficiency is calculated. The fin efficiency, 
4 
no, is given as: 
n0 = I - :f (I - nfl 
where: = tanh ml nf 
ml 
4 Wm. Kays and A. L. London, CompacT Heat Exchangers (New York, 
N. Y.: McGraw-Hi II Book Co., 1964), p. 14. 
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m = 2 h 
k 0 
Af = fin surface area 
A = total surface area (fin + tube) 
= fin length 
0 = fin thickness 
~ = f i I m coe f f i c i ent on fin 
k = conductivity of fin material 
The fin efficiency, along with the tuoe and fin film coeffic-
ients are now used to determine the overal i coefficient, u0 . The 
t . f u . 5 equa 1on or 0 ts: 
uo =( 1 + 1 r1 
no hf (At/Ao) ht 
~ .. ~here: hf = fin side fi \m coefficient 
ht = tube side f i I m coe f f i c i en t 
.~t = tube side surface a rea 
A0 = fin side total surface area 
The overall heat transfer coefficient is used, along with 
the ou+side surface area and the minimum fluid C. CC. is the 
mt n m1n 
smaller of m cp for the fin side and the tube side) to determine 
the Number of Transfer Units, Ntu· This is used, together with 
R (R is the ratio of C . /C ) to find the effectiveness. The 
m 1 n max 
effectiveness is computed by routine EFFtJTU. 
5 1bid, p. 13. 
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The heat transferred is given by the equation: 
\vhe re: 
Q = C . s C Th . 
m1 n , 1 n T . ) c, 1 n 
E = effectiveness 
T. . = hot side in I et temperature 
n, 1 n 
T . = cold side inlet temperature 
c, 1 n 
Finally subroutine n~/OUT is called to use the inlet temperature, 
moisture data and the heaT transferred to determine the outlet 
temperature and moisture data. 
Subroutine HXFER cal Is upon a number of subroutines to per-
form special izec calculations. The first is subroutine TCOEF which 
has The purpose of calculating a film coefficient on the tube side 
of the heat exchanger. The initial step towards finding the film 
coefficient is determining the physical properties of the fluid. 
Subroutine PPROP is usee to find The density, viscosity, conduct-
ivity, and Prandtl number of the fluid stream. The specific heat 
is found by ca I i i ng Subroutine SPECHT. 
Next, the flow area of the tube surface is cetermined. This 
is used to find the flew per uniT area, G7 which is used along 
with the hydraulic diameter and tne viscosity to find the Reynolds 
number. This is in turn used to calculate the Nusselt number. 
The equation is: 
0 R • 61 9 p.-. 118 N u = . 1 4 1 ... ~ ,e . . 
The source of this equation is +he test data of Chapter I I. The 
Nusselt number is used to calcula7a the tube side film coefficient. 
The next subroutine to be examined is subroutine FFPD which, 
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like the preceeding routine has its basis in the experimental data 
of Chapter I I. The purpose of this routine is to calculate the 
Fanning friction factor and the pressure drop through the tube side 
of the heat exchanger. The friction factor is given by the equation: 
f = .2344 Re· 19 
Subroutines FCOEF AND PDQ serve the same purposes as the nvo 
previously examined subroutines, except tha7 they are used to find 
the fin side film coef~icient and pressure drop, respectively. 
In the operation of subroutine FCOEF, the fluid properties are 
firsT obtained by cal ling subroutines PPROP and SPECHT. Next, 
the geometric parameters of the fin surface are obtained by cal I ing 
subroutine FINGEO. 
Then, the flow per unit area, G, is calculated and used along 
with the hydraulic diameter and the viscosity to calculate the 
Reynolds number. lhe Reynolds number is used in the determination 
6 
of the Stanton number. 
St = A 
R 8 p 2/3 e r 
where A and 8 are constants. 
Finally, the Stanton number, along with the specific heat 
and tha flow per unit 8rea, is used to calculate the fin side film 
coefficient. 
Subroutine PDO is used to calculate the pressure drop on the 
6 1bid., p. 13. 
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heat '?xchanger fin side. The method used for finding pressure drop 
is a curve fit i·h rough the data supp I i ed in the Sundstrand Haat 
Transfer Manual. The data supplied is a log-log p!ot of pressure 
drop vs. f3ce velocity. Since the data plots as a straight I ine, 
then it is possible to fit a logarithmic equation to the data. 
The equation is: 
ln(P) = A+ 8 /n(FV) 
where A 3nd 8 are constanis depending upon the number of rows of 
tubes. 
The pressure drop equation is based on a fin density of 12 f~i. 
For tin jensities other Than 12 tpi, a correction factor is included. 
This correction factor CCF) is given as a second order polynomial . 7 
CF = -.24643 + • 15384 (FPI) - .00406 CFPI )2 
The next routine to be examined is subroutine EFFNTU. This 
routine calculaies cr~sscounterflow heat exchanger effectiveness 
Nhen Ntu is specified. First, the single pass effectiveness is 
calculated. This equation is: 8 
2: { ( 1 - exo ( -N ) tu 
R Ntu n=O 
£ = 
/ Sundstrand Heat Transfer, Inc., Sundstrand Heat Transfer 
Eng i ne~r i ng Design Manu a I ( Oowag i ac, r--H ch. : Sundstrand Heat Trans-
f8r, Inc.), p. Vl-5. 
~ 
-J. L. Mason, "Heat Transfer in Cross Flow," in Proceedings 
of the Second U.S. National Conaress of Apol led Mechanics (New 
Y c rk: n. p • , 19 51) , p • 80 1 • 
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Next, the overal I effectiveness is found by the following 
. 9 
equatton. 
n ( 1 - £ R) _ R 
1 - E 
In the article by Mascn (reference 8), he states that "the 
true value of ef7ectiveness can be approximatea to within 0.1 per-
cent by at ~ost five terms'' of the series solution for effective-
ness. This subroutine uses six terms in the solution. 
One of the very important subroutines insofar as the phase 
• 
change aspects of the program are concerned, is subroutine TWOUT. 
This routine determines the exit temperature and humidity data 
from a heat exchanger section. This is done by simulating a psychro-
metric charT. 
The first step is to determine whether heating or cooling is 
taking place. For the cooling mode, the following sequence of steps 
is fol lowea to find the ouTlet temperature and humidity data. 
The input is checked for saturation. If the r~put is not 
saturated, then calculate the exit temperature assuming constant 
properties. ·Once the outlet temperature is calculated in this 
fashion, check to see if the output is saturated. For the c~se 
9R. A. Stevens, J. Fernande~, and J. R. Woolf, ''M8an Temperature 
Difference in One, Two and Three-pass Crossflow Hea·t Exchangers,'' 
Transactions of the ASME 79 (1957): 287-97. 
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of non-saturated input and output, this problem is now complete. 
If the output is saturated, then the temperature must be recalcul-
ated. The input humidity ratio is used to find the temperature 
at which saturation occurs. The energy released to reach this temp-
erature is then calculated. This energy is subtracted from the 
overal I energy being transferred. The difference is the heat energy 
avai !able after saturation has been reached. 
Next, the energy released to condense I iquid wcter frcm the 
moist ~ir and lower the temperature of the air to 32F is calculated. 
If this energy is greater than the avai !able &nergy then the temp-
erature I ies between the saturation temperature and 32 degrees. 
An iter3tive precess is then used to find the exit temperature. 
If the ener~y released to reach 32F is less than the avai table energy, 
then the water wi I I change phase from 1 iquid to solid. The routine 
calculates the avai table energy after 32F has been reached and then 
finds t~e amounT of energy released for 2 phase change of alI the 
I iquid to solid. If t1is energy is greater Than the amount of 
avai I able energy, then the outpuT wi I I have par~ I iquid and part 
sui i d. 
It the amount of avai !able energy is greater than the phase 
change energy, then the output wi I I be in the region below 32F. 
The routlna ~ses a~ iTerative scheme to determine the final output 
temper~ture and hu~idity data. 
For the casA l)f the heating mode, tne method is identical to, 
but the revers~ of, the method used in the ccol ing mode. 
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A routine similar to, and in fact derived from, subroutine 
TWCUT is subroutine Q~~X. T~is routine calculates the maximum 
thermodynamical !y possibl~ heat transfer, equivalent to 100% effect-
iveness. Recal i that the definition of effectiveness is the actual 
heat transfer divided by the maximum heat transfer possible. Due 
to the facT that the heat exchanger is being examined as many smal! 
neat exchangers, the effectiveness calculated for each of the sma! I 
sections has no relationship to the overall effectiveness. There-
fore, the effectiveness must ~e separately derived. 
Subroutine Q~1AX, as with subroutine TWOUT, simulates a psychro-
metric chart. The difference here is that instead of being supplied 
with a beginning temperature and an enthalpy change, the beginning 
ar.d ending temperatures are specified and the enthalpy change is 
to be calculated. The procedure is identical to that used in sub-
rouTine T'NOUT. 
The fluid stream physi2al properties are derived within the 
routines SPECHT and PPROP. Function SPECHT calculates the specific 
heat cf The moist air and condensate mixture. The first step is 
to cal I subroutine PP~OP to obtai~ the specific heats for air and 
each of the three water phases. Then the ove~al I specific heat 
of the mixture is calculated according to the following equation: 
c . = c . + c W + c 1. W1. + c . W. p , m 1 x p , a 1 r ;; , va p va p p, 1 q 1 q p , 1 ce 1 ce 
The resultant output is given in terms of Btu/Ibm dry air- F. 
Subroutine PPROP returns the physical properties of air ~nd 
water. For air, the properties calculated are der.sitv, viscosity, 
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specific heat, thermal conductivity, and Prandtl number. For water, 
the properties are the specific hea7s of each of the phases; vapor, 
l i q u i d an d so I i d . 
AI I of the physical properties except Prandtl number and the 
density of 3ir are given by polynomial equations relating the desired 
property to an input temperature. The ~olynomial equations represent 
a leasT-squares curve fit through tables of ohysica! proper7y vs. 
10 temperature data. 
In order to obtain the curve fit eq~ations, a series of programs 
were ~ritten for a Texas Instruments Tl-59 programmable calculator. 
T~ese ~rograms fit polynomial equations up to sixth order, exponent-
ial equctions, logarithmic equations, and po\ver equations through 
11 12 the data, alI using the metnod of least squares. ' Copies of 
these pr~grams c~d instructions for their use are given in App6ndix 
c. 
Altnougn the four types of eqGations given above were fitted 
. . . ..... h _J -4. T;' roug n I 8 ua I a' in alI cases t~e best rssults were with the poly-
nomia Is. The e~uations and their range of va I idit'r' are: 
Viscosity of Air (-148F < T < 482F) 
~(lbm/ft hr) = .03896 + 6.455x10-S T- 2.15x10-B ~ 
l'J K I) • • H db k '" -h d . T b I d Ch a rts uzman ~aznJeVIc, an oo or 1 ermo vnam1c a es an . 
(New York: McGraw-Hi I I Book Co., 1976), pp. 249, 303. 
11 Erwin Kreyszig, Advanced Engineering Mathematics (New York: 
John '-~i ley and Sons, Inc., 1972), pp. 681-683. 
12 Hewlett-Packard Co., HP-25 Apnl ications Programs CCorval I is, 
Or.: Hewlett-Packard Co., 19~5), pp. 92-100. 
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Specific Heat of Air (-148F < T < 752F) 
c (3tu/lbm F)= .23942 + 5.18519x10-6 T + 2.11640x10-a T2 p 
Thermai Conductivity of Air (-58F < T < 320F) 
kC9tu/hr ft F) = .013065 + 2.15196x10-5 T + 1.8436x1o- 10 i 
S~ec!fic Heat of \~ater Vapor (2l2F < T < 644F) 
c (Btu/Ibm F) .52246 - -4 T + 3.0371x10-7 T2 = 2.5448x10 p 
Spec i f r c Heat of Liquid \·later (32F < T < 212F) 
( Bt•J/ Ibm F) 1 • 01.10 - -4 "'T'" -6 ? c = 3.5991x10 I + 1.9540x10 I p 
Specific Heat of lee (-1i2F < T < 32F) 
c (Btu/Ibm F)= .46752 + 7.1027x10-4 T- 3.0313x10-6 i p 
In alI cases above, the temperature is in degrees F. An equation 
aescribing the density of air is obtained by assuming that, within 
th~ range of temperatures and pressures encountered in these he3t 
exchangers, the air acis as a perfect gas. From the perfect gas 
I a'.'l then: 
? Ibm R x 1 x 144 in-
------------- ----
"2: 
p( lbm/ft-') = p lbf X 
., 
• L_ tn 53.342 ft lof T(R) ft2 
~inal ly, the equation describi~g the Prandtl number for air is taken 
from the definition cf Prandtl n~mber: 
Pr == ll c /k p 
One of the input variables to 7~e p~ogram is the fin density. 
This means t~at the g~ometric properties of the fin surface are 
not constants, but must be calculated for each case. This is done 
irt the subroutine Fl~JGEO. The par3rr.eters ca!c~lated ere the hydraulic 
diameter, the ratio of ~ean rree flow area to gross face area, 
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the cu7side surface area of the heat exchanger (tube area+ fin area), 
and The outside area of the fin surfaces. Since the geometry of 
the tube spacing is non-variable, these parameters are functions 
of fin spacing only. 
Three subroutines that are very important in calculating the 
latent heat transfer in the moist air are ENTHV, ENTHL and ENTHS. 
These routines calculate the enthalpy of water vapor, I iquid water, 
and ice, respectivelv, at a given temperature. The enthalpy of 
\a.Jater vapor is given by 
h Fop + l F 1 2 + l F3 4 + 1~ F12 13 F' = p p p + g ...., 4 
where F0 , F 1 , F3, F12 and 
t:'f are constants. 13 I 
For the enthalpy of the liquid dnd solid phases, the following 
equations are used. 
h = 17.661 (t - 273) - .1479 <T2 - 2732 ) 
f 2 
+ 6.0862x10-4 CT3 - 2733)- 1.1187x10-0 <T4 - 2734 ) 
3 4 
+ 7.80297x10-lO <T5 - 2735) 
5 
-4 '") 
n . = - 1 58 • 9 2 86 + . 4 7 1 2 5 T + 4 • 8 8 3 x 1 0 · T._ 
I 
In the equation fer hf, the temperature is given in degrees K and 
in the equation for h., temperature is in degrees F. 
I 
Another routine which is important in the moist air calculations 
is subroutine PSAT. This returns the vapor pressure of water at 
1 3 - G K ...... d . P t . f J. H. Keen3n and r. ~. eyes, 'nermo ynam 1 c rooer : es o 
Steam (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1936), p. 15. 
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saturation for the given temperature. The routine covers the vapor 
pressure of water over the range of -40F to +705F. Within this 
temperature span are six equations, each of which cover a portion 
of the range. Above 50F, two equations of the form 
are used. 
pc + bx 3 + ex 4 x a + ex log(-) = p T 1 + dx 
14 The various constants are: 
p = vapor p res sure (a tm) 
p = critical pressure, 218.167 atm. 
c 
T = te~perature (K) 
x = T - T, where T is the critical temperature 647.27K. 
c c 
The coefficients a through e depend on the temperaTure and are given 
as: 
200F < T < 705F 
a = 3.3463130 
_,.., 
b = 4. 14 113x 10 ~ 
c = 7.515484x10-9 
and 50F < T < 200F 
a = 3.2437814 
b = 5.86826x10-8 
_Q 
c = 1. 1702379x10 ~ 
,., 
d = 1.3794481x10~ 
e = 6.5644x10- 11 
d = 2.1878462x1o-3 
e = 0.0 
Below 50F, a logarithmic curve of the form 
ln(P ) = 8 - A 
vapor T 
14 1bid., p. 14. 
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15 is used. The vapor pressure is in psia and the temperature in 
degrees K. The constants A and 8 and their range of validity are: 
40F < T < 50F 
A = 5388.60 
8 = 17.30488 
32F < T < 40F 
A = 5427.45 
B = 17.3383 
OF < T < 32F 
A= 6143.76 
8 = 20.06714 
-40F < T < OF 
,A. = 6098.37 
a = 19.88939 
The humidity ratio at saturation for a given temperature is 
computed by f~nctlon WSAT. The computations are based on the defin-
ition of humidity ratio. 16 
M p v/R T 
\A/ w w w = -= M p v/R T 
a a a 
w ::: 0.622 (p :\J 
In addition to the subroutines and functions discussed above, 
there are a number of minor routines. Each has a co~ment statement 
at its beginning defining the purpose. 
15 i<enneth Wark, Thermodynamics (New York, N. Y.: iVIcGraw-Hi II 
Book Co., 1966), p. 63. 
16J. H. Carrier, ed., Modern Air Conditioning, Heating and 
Venti latinq (Syrac~se, New York: The Carrier Corp., 1959), pp. 4-7. 
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Test Data and Program Comparison 
In any project such as this one, the computer program output 
needs to be compared against test data to establish credibi I ity. 
A heat exchanger of the type defined herein was purchased from 
Sun dstrand. It was i nsta I I ed in a ROVAC air eye I e test I oop and 
measurements of its performance were taken. (The reason it was 
instal led in a test loop rather than directly into a truck refrig-
eration unit is because of the additional inst~umentation avai 1-
abl~ in +he test loop.) The heat exchanger core is 15 inches high, 
25 inches wide and 6 inches deep. It is single pass and has 6 fins 
per inch. 
From the test data, a representative set is shown here. 
Temperature In, Tube Side = -16F 
Temperature Out, Tube Side = 61F 
Temperature In, Fin Side = 82F 
Temperature Out, Fin s;ce = 68.5F 
Tube Side Pressure = O.Opsig 
Tube Side Pressure Drop = 33 r n. \~J 
humi~ity In, Tub9 Side= 1.77 
(translates to 100% Relative Humidity) 
Circulator Speed= 1590 rp~ 
(translates to 7.28 Ibm/min) 
Fin Side Relative Humidity = 67% 
Barometric Pressure= 30.375 in. Hg 
Fan Flow = 615 cfm 
Using this test data, the heat transfer can be calculated. 
The heat transferred on the tube side is: 
0 = m c ~T (sensible heat transfer) s p 
Q
5 
= 436.8 Ibm x .24 Btu x C61F + 16F) = 8072 Btu 
hr Ibm F hr 
o, = rh hfg (I a tent heat trans fer) 
o, = .0057 Ibm w X 436.8 Ibm d. a. X 1075 Btu 
Ibm d. a. hr Ibm 
::: 2676 Btu/hr 
Ot = Os + 0 1 ( tota I heat transfer) 
Qt = (8072 + 2676) Btu/hr = 10748 Btu/hr 
On the fin side, the heat transferred is: 
0 
·s 
= 2796.81 Ibm x .24 Btu x 13.5F = 9062 Btu/hr 
h r Ibm F 
Ql = 2796.81 Ibm x .00005 Ibm W 
hr Ibm d. a. 
= 1L168 Btu/hr 
x 1050 Btu 
Ibm 
Qt = (9062 + 1468) Btu/hr = 10530 Stu/hr 
The calculations based on fin side heat transfer agree very wei! 
with those based on tube side hee+ transfer. 
Now, the test data is input to the computer program, and these 
results are to be compared against the test data. The input data 
file is shown in Figure I I 1-3. The computer program printout is 
shown in Figure i i 1-J. 
A comparison of the significant output parameters between 
the test data and the program printout is shown in Table I I 1-2. 
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Tab I e I I 1-2 
Test Data and Program Output Comparison 
Temperature Out, Tube Side 
Temperature Out, Fin Side 
Heat Transferred 




10639 Btu/h r 
3 3 i r. • ~v 
Relative Humidity Out, Tube Side 100% 









good agreement, indicating that the program may be rei ied upon to 
provide design infor~ation. 
There is one area, however, that has a very large d1sagreement. 
The program predicts a tube side pressure drop in the core of 1. 7 
in. W. The measured test data shows a pressure drop of 33 in. W 
across the heat exchangers (including headers). A probable explan-
ation is that the test loop was using a type of lubricant unsuited 
ror t1e extreme low temperatures involved. The lubricant was thick-
ening and collecting in ihe entrance header. This theory was borne 
out by a later test. With the heat exchangers mounted in a truck 
refrigeration unit and with the correct lubricant in the system, 
the pressu1e drop was measured at 5.5 in. \~. Other conditions in 
the system were similar to the test loop conditions. This data 
comparison has pointed out an area where further design work needs 
to be done. The actual pressure drop through the heat exchanger 
i5 much higher than that calculated for the core. In a properly 
cesigr.ec heat exchanger, the manifold losses should be smal I in 
comparison to core pressure losses. The conclusicr. to ~e reached 
is that the ~eader design neeas improvemer.t. At this ti~e, alternate 
header approaches are being pursued. 
CHAPTER IV 
HEAT EXCHANGER PARAMETRIC STUDIES 
The heat exchanger analysis program in Chapter I l I opens up 
a path to betTer understanding of heat exchanger characteristics 
3nd I im[~ations. ~ithcut an effective and easy to use analysis ~eel, 
~any of the heat exchanger cesigner's questions go unanswered. 
The comouter model ,)f 7he heat excnanger offer-s an easy to use, quick, 
and inexpensive answer to any parameter change questions. 
I~ this chapter, a parametric study wi I I be conducted upcn 
an ~rbi+r3ri lv chosen heat exchanger. The results wil I be graphed 
so that par~metric chcnges can be easily seen. 
The study w i I I focus upon changes in fin density, mass f I ow 
r~tes. mcisture :ontent of heat transfer fluids, inlet temperatLre 
difference, physic~! size 3nd number of passes. 
The ~~a+ exchanger chosen far studv is 16 in. hfgh, 30 in. 
•.<~ i de an d 4 i n . dee o • I t h a s 1 2 f i n s ;J e r I n c h and i s s i n g I e pas 3 • 
The tuoe sids :nlet tempera~ure is -20F and the fin side inlet 
!s 95F. T~~ 3ir on each sice is saturQted and in Gddition has 
The ~roaram output shows the i ~ 
Tr.·2 C:)nditi Jr.s '>Jer-:~ purp_)~ely chosen for a low effectiveness 
StJ that j-i·.~ r·'"='s '-'I t ~ n f pa rarr.etr· i c chang~~s can be more ea s i I v seen. 
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When operating at very high effectiveness, sometimes very large 
changes in a parameter are quired to produce a significant change 
!n effectiveness, especially in the direction of higher effectfve-
ness. 
The first parameter to be examined is fin density. The graph 
of Figure IV-1 shows that the fin density was varied from 4 fins/ 
inch ( fp i ) to 14 f pi . Reca II that the oase design \vas 12 f pi . 
An increase from 12 fpi to 14 fpi adds approximately 15% to 
the fin surface area. Yet the effectiveness only increased 0. 1%! 
Simi larlv, a decrease from 1'1 fpi to 10 fp i, a 15% fin area change 
·-
also, decreases the effectiveness by only 0. 15%. Looking at the 
entire range of densities, a change from 4 fpi to 14 fpi, a 350% 
area change, increases effectiveness by less than 2%. 
The reason That such large changes have such a minute effect 
on the heat exchanger performance can best be explained through 
a simple quantitative analysis. Recal I the equation for overall 
1 
conductance in a heat exchanger. 
1 
--
In this equation, the wal I conductance has been ignored, which is 
usually a safe assumption with heat exchanger analysis. Assume 
the fol towing as typical values for fin efficiency and film coef-
1 Wm. ~ays and A. L. London, Comoact Heat Exchanoers (New York, 
N.Y.: iv1cGraw-Hi11 Book Co., 1964), p. 13. 
= 
= 
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= 1 • 0 
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For this example, use the fin areas for 4 fpi and 14 fpi. 
Af, 4 = .68913 tt
2/tt 
At 14 = 2.1567 tt
2/tt 
I 
At= .10210 tt2/tt 
Using these values, the conductances for 4 fpi and 14 fpi are: 




u0 , 14 = .51 Btu/hr ft~ F 
Then, in the equation for Ntu the following are obtained: 
N. = u0 A0/C . Tu mt n 
Nt 4 = 1.34 X .68913/C . = .923/C . 
u, mtn mtn 
N..L 14 = • 5 i X 2. 156 7/C . = 1 • 1 0/C . 
• u, m1n m1n 
Since C . is the same for both cases, N is only 20% larger 
m l n tu, 14 
Than Nt d. Then, the change in effectiveness wi I I depend on the 
u, 
values of C . and R. In a typical problem, Ntu might be from 2 
m1 n 
to 5 \oJh i ch wou I d mean that the 20% change in Ntu is about a 2% to 
5% change in effectiveness. 
Included in Figure /V-1 rs a graph of fin side pressure drop 
vs. fin jensity. As would normally be expected, the pressure drop 
is highly dependent upon the fin density. Because of this, the 
press~re drop, rather than effectiveness, may dictate the fin dens-
62 
ity. In the lcwer pressure drop range, less power is required to 
maintain a given flow rate. ln this case, the lower fin densities 
appear to be a logical choice for the designer. 
The next parameter to be examined \s the tube side inlet temp-
erature. More significantly, the temperature difference between 
the hot and cold outlets is examined. Figure IV-2 displays a graph 
of effectiveness and heat transfer vs. tube side inlet temperature 
and overal I inlet temperature difference. 
Inspection of Figure \V-2 reveals several interesting things. 
First, the heat transfer is an almost I inear function of 7he temp-
erature difference. There is, however, one discontinuity in the 
curve, at an inlet temperature of 32F. This discontinuity is caused 
by the tact that on the left side of 32F, the air stream condensate 
is ice, while on the right side it is I iquid water. The magnitude 
cf the discontinuity is equal to the energy required to melt the 
ice. 
The effectiveness follows the same general trend as the heat 
transfer, but is more non- I inear. The definition of effectiveness 
is: 
e: :: .Q. 
0 max 
From the graph, Q is nearly I inear, therefore, for effectiveness 
to be non-1 inear, then Q must be non-linear with respect to 
max 
inlet temperature (or temperature difference). The relative humid-
i7y at the tube side inlet has remained at 100%, and the amount 
of condensate is . 01 Ibm/Ibm dry air. This rro i sture in the f I u i d 
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stream is causing the non-linearity of Q . Examination of a 
max 
psychrometric chart confirms the theory_ This example points out 
that fluic stream latent effects must be accounted for. 
Probing further into the latent effects, the moisture on each 
side of the heat exchanger was varied and the results graphed in 
Figures IV-3 and IV-4. Varying the moisture on the fin side, shown 
in Figure IV-3, p!oduces an almost negligible change in either 
effectiveness or heat transfer. This case, along with the case 
previously shown in Figure IV-1, point out that the heat exchanger 
performance is dominated by the tube side. 
On the tube side, however, the moisture changes have a definite 
effect upon performance. Figure IV-4 shows that effectiveness is 
an almost linear function of the moisture content. The curve relat-
ing heat transfer to moist~re content has a discontinuity at .00015 
Ibm/Ibm dry air. This is the saturation point for the air stream. 
With a non-saturated condition, the only heat transfer effects 
available are sansible, and therefore the curve is flat in this 
region. 
NoTe that the effectiveness is highest at the low moisture 
condition. As previously stated, the avera I I fi fm coefficient 
remains constant over the range of moisture contents. Now, assume 
that the latent effects can be grouped with sensible effects in 
a ps5udo-specific heat. Therefore, the high moisture content air 


























Recal I the definition of Number of Transfer Units: 
N = 'J A tu c . 
m1 n 
In this case, the tube side fluid is the minimum fluid. As the 
moisture content gets smaller, C . gets smaller and U A remains 
rn1n 
constant, therefore Ntu must get I arger. For a eros sf I ow heat 
exchanger, as ~~ increases, effectiveness increases. And, the 
,u 
grapn of ~igure IV-4 behaves as predicted. 
The next pair of variables being studied are the mass flow 
rates of the fin side and the tube side, Figures IV-5 and IV-6, 
respectiv81y. Examination of the graphs reveals an interesting 
phenomena. On the fin side, as mass flow rate increases, the ef-
fectiveness increases. Whi \e, on the tube side, as mass flow rate 
increases, the effectiveness decreases. 
As in the previous problem, the tube side fluid is the minimum 
fluid. This ~eans thct the only way the f!n side fluid can enter 
!~Tc the equation for Ntu is in the overall film coefficient. 
The hig~er mass flow rates wi I I increase the fin side film coeffic-
ient whicn wi I I in turn raise (s! ightly) the overal 1 film coefficient 
and therefore raise The Ntu and effectiveness. 
On the other hand, the tube side mass flow rate enters the 
Ntu equation in two places. First, the overal I film coefficient 
is affected as above. And second, the heat capacity <C . ) term 
m1n 
is inc;eased with increasing mass flow. Since one term in the num-
erator and one te~n in th8 denominator are affected, what happens 
ftr
































































































































































































































































to ~Jtu? This is answered by looking at the magnitude of the change 
in each term for a given change in mass flow. For exam~le, if the 
mass flow rate were doubled, the overal I film coefficient would 
increase, but not double. And, the heat capacity would be doubled. 
Therefore, the ~Jtu would decrease wit~ an increase in tube side 
mass flow, resulting in a drop of effectiveness. 
Also shown on these two graphs is the ~ressure drop vs. flow 
rate curve. Both graphs show a smooth, almost linear increase 
in pressure drop with increasing mass flow. This is as would be 
expected. 
The previous examples have alI used a constant size heat ex-
chan~er core. Now, the effect of dimensional changes wi l I be exam-
ined. In Figure IV-7, the effectiveness and tube side pressure 
jrop are graphed as a function of core height. The effect on the 
tube side of changing the height is to change 7he number of tubes 
being used. As t~e number of tubes increases, the tube side fiow 
velocity ard Reynolds number decreases. But, in spite of the lower 
Reynolds number, there is enough additional surface area that the 
net result Is an increase in effectiveness. Aiso, note that t~e 
pressure drop through the tube side increases rapidly as the height 
decreases. 
In FlgGre IV-8, the overal I core width has been varied. The 
effectiveness can be seen to behave in a smooth, nearly I inear 
fashion with respe~t to core iength. As expected, the effective-
ness and pressure drop both increase with incre3sing core length. 
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The final parameter to be examined is the number of passes. 
This example was run as a 2 pass neat exchanger and compared to 
the results of the single pass case. As shown on Figure IV-9, 
the effectiveness increased quite substantially, from 64% for the 
single pass to 88% for the 2 pass. Unfortunately, the pressure 
loss also increases very considerably. The additional effective-
ness with The 2 pass case is due to the very long flow length in 
the tubes. The tube side flow travels through a 60 in. active 
length in the core. 
The various studies detaile~ above are a good example of the 
kinds of information avai !able using the computer model of the heat 
• exchanger. These studies are useful in the design of systems, such 
as the ROVAC Truck Refrigeration System. They also are very useful 
in the optimization of the heat exchanger itself. For example, 
the above studies showed the heat exchanger to be tube side I im-
ited. \~!th ~his information, the heat exchanger designer can spend 
nis time searching for ways to increase the tube perfor~ance, rather 
than bl injly grasping for the right key to higher heat exchanger 
effectiveness. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS 
At the inception of this project, the goal was to create an 
analysis tool for use in designing a fin and tube heat exchanger 
with moist air as the heat transfer fluid on one or both sides. 
The particular heat exchanger model led is a unit manufactured by 
Sundstrand Heat Transfer and uses tubes with turbulators in them. 
The primary output of this project is) therefore, a computer 
model of a heat exchanger. However, there are a number of second-
ary, yet very important results. First, the tube testing of Chapter 
I I has provided an analytical description of the tube with turbulator. 
The value of ih)s analytical description is that it quantifies the 
contribution of the turbulence enhancer and it provides an opportun-
ity to rrod2l other t·1pes of heat exchangers using this tube, e.g. 
tube 3nd she I I heat exchangers. 
Secondly, the test results of a heat exchanger and their com-
parison to th8 computer model output verified a method of model I ing 
heat ~~-ansfer to a flow stream containing moist air. The technique 
of di'Jiding the heat exchanger into small sections and summing 
the results from each section (analogous to the mathematical technique 
of inTegration), was shown to be reasonably accurate. Also, this 
techniaue is easy to use, simple to model, and uses the basics of 
conventional one-phase heat transfer fluid analysis methods. 
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Another important result of this project is that it has pointed 
out two problem areas. The first problem area, which surfaced in 
the comparison between computer output and test results in Chapter 
I I I, is the pressure drop in the headers. The present design is 
apparently very inadequate with respect to pressure drop. With-
out having the tube test results and the computer analysis for 
the heai exchanger core, the true magnitude of the header deficiency 
would have gone unnoticed. But, as a result of this project, new 
and more efficient header designs are being developed as replacements. 
The other problem area uncovered by this project is that the 
heat exchanger is, in many instances, tube side limited. This was 
• pointed out by the parametric studies of Chapter IV. This I imitation 
becomes more acute as the heat capacity of the tube side fluid stream 
becomes large, or more precisely, as the specific heat or pseudo-
specific heat gets large. The value of this revelation ties in 
providing the heat exchanger designer information on the weak areas 
of the heat exchanger. It is not necessary to guess at the areas 
which need improvement. In a/ I I ikelihood, the next generation 
of heat exchangers to evolve from this design wi I I have tubes with 
a higher film coefficient, or larger surface area, or both. 
The computer model is particularly wei I adapted to providing 
insi;ht into cause and effect relationships as evidenced by the 
parametric studies of Chapter IV. The designe~ can easi \y and 
inexpensively find out the parameters to be 3djusted to raise et-
fectiveness, lower pressure drop, etc. In addition 7o answering 
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specific questions about the effect of parameter changes, these 
studies also serve to increase the overal I understanding and "feel" 
for the heat Transfer process inside the heat exchanger. 
Mention has been made several times that the computer model 
is inexpensive to execute. A quantitative example is available from 
the parametric studies. In one instance, 19 separate cases were 
run. The total computer time was 280 system seconds at a cost 
of 550.33. This means the average cost for each case was only 
$2.65. 
In conclusion, this project has succeeded in not only delivering 
a very useful and easy to use analysis tool, but has also contributed 
to better understanding of the heat exchange process when using 
moist air, and has contributed to the general data base avai !able 
for heat exchanger design. 
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Enter tube wall temperature at 
tes7 section exit. 
Enter test section inlet temp-
erature. 
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S·fore ths follovdng consTants in the memories prior to program 
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Tests with Water as Test Section Heat Transfer Fluid 
User Instructions 
Step Procedure 
Enter tube wal I temperature at 
test section exit. 
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Least-Squares Curve-Fit Program for 
Polynomial Equations 
Use for finding coefficients to the polynomial equation 
n 
• + a x 
n 
which has been curve-fit through a set of data points by the method 
of least squares. For this program, n has a maximum value of 6. 
Use with a Texas Instruments Tl-59 programmable calculator. Set 
the memory partition at 239.89. 
User Instructions 




lnitial ize Program 
Enter data in pairs of x and y, 
x value first. There is no I imit 
on the number of data pairs which 
may be used in the curve fit. 
Start the curve-fit. 
Enter the order of the poly-
nomia i 













Calculate points on the poly-
nomial curve 
Enter value of x 
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Least-Squares Curve-Fit Program for 
E~<ponent i a I, Lcgar i thm i c and P8wer Equations 
Use for finding coefficients a and b for equations of the form 
f(x) = a bx \3 (exponential) 
f(;~) =a+ b ln(x) (logarithmic) 
f ( X:) b = a x ( povJE r) 
which have teen curve fit through a set of data points by the method 
of \gasT squares. For the exponential eouation, alI y. must be j 
greater than 0; for the logarithmic equation, alI x. must be greater 
J 
than C; and, for the power equation, alI x. andy. must be areater j j ~ 
than 0. 0se wiTh a Texas Instruments Tl-59 programmable calculator. 






lnitia! ize Program 
Enter data in pairs of x andy, 
x value first. There is no I imit 
on the number of data pairs which 
~ay be used in the curve fit. 
Fit Exponential curve. 
Calculate points on ~xponential 
curve. 
Eniar value of x 
RepeaT ~s often as des i r'ed 
~nter 
X.' y. J j 
Press 













~ Procedure Enter Press Displav 
6 Fit Logarithmic curve. (' a -.J 
R/S b 
...., Calculate points on Logarithmic C' 0 
' 
curve. 
8 Enter va I ue cf X. X R/S f(x) 
Repeat as often as desired. 
9 [:"'..J.-I I Power curve. 0 a 
R/S b 
1J Sa I C'J I.Jt~ pc i ilts on =:a\·Je r D' 0 
cu r·1e. 
1 1 Enter value of x. :< R/S f(x) 
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